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and consequently 
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dl ds;:''C ltn JII,. 10[1 .'C 
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which was to be pro\'ed. 

Mathematic8. -- "01/ an aritltmetieal function connected witlt t!te 
decomposition of tlu' I)OsÎlil'e intege1'S into }n'ime factors." IJ. 

(Continued mul concluded.) By J. G. VAN DER CORPUT. (Oom
municated hy Prof .• 1. O. Kr.t:Y\'lm). 

(Communicated in the meeting of June 24, 1916). 

Lemma. t) TIlt' 11 um het· of (positive integral) divisors of the 
positiye integer 'IJ satisfies the relatioll 

~ 1 = () (1"")' 
dl .. 

for evel'Y (J. > O. 
Pro of. lf v> 2 decomposed info prime factors be equal to 

t,=np'" 
plv 

we have 

1) This propositiOD occurs for the first time in RUNGE: Ueber die auflösbaren 
GJeichungen von der Form x· + ux + t' = 0 [Acta mathematica, Hd. VII (1885), 
pages 173-186], pages 181-183, with a proof similar to this one. This 
proof has been borrowed of E. LANDAU. Ueber die Anzahl der Gitterpunkte in 
gewissen Bereichen [Nachrichten von der Königlichen GeseUschaft der Wissen
schaften zu Göttingen, mathematisch -physikalische Klasse (1912), pages 687 -771 ], 
page 716. In his "Handbuch der Lehre von der Verteilung der Primzahlen," 
I. p. 220, he gives the by far sharper relation: 

lf J be positive, ~ = ~ (.l) fitly chosen and x an integer .:::.~, we have 

(1 +d''{Zogx 

.:E 1 < 2 l{)g log A: • 

(l::r 
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::Sl=n(a+l), 
di!, Pi" 

::SI 
dl" a+l 
~=H--. 

vl'- p!v p"'" 

T . a+ 1 . I d k fi ed' i' he qllantIty -- IS imite (p. t.a en IX .) lOr an invariable pIl. 
value of ]I and variabIe a = 1,2, ... , since it is equal 10 nothing 

1 

fol' a = 00; for any ]J ~ 211. and any value a 2' 1 it is even ~ 1, 
existing in that case the inequalities 

a+l < a+I < 1 
pr:1.p. = 2" =: • 

Therefore, if v contains one or more prime factors ~ 2 p., we have 

n a+l < 1 
pi" p"p. == 

1 

P ~ 2-;: 
1 

and as there exist only a finite number of prime numbers IJ < 21'· 
.l:l 
_!!~. is limited, i.e. smaller than a number independent of v. 
rP' 

Lemma. Let n l and n, be two al'bitrary positive integers, whose 
sum n l + n, is eqllal to n and suppose F to be an arbitrary function 
with the parameters mand n; three fllnctions PIJ P2 , aud Pa may 
be found then in su eh a way that tlle parameters of F I are equal 
to mand t1IJ of F, equal to JU and ll, and of Fa equal to mand 
n--l with the relation 

ft l In,! ("). F(u) = ,.l:, Fl (d) F, - + OWa (u)1 • • • (5) 
(nt +n,). dl" d 

Proof. Introduce the functions FI' F" and FI by means of the 
following relations: 

F I (u) =/(vu) tbr eu = m, au = ?lIJ 

= 0 in the ot her cases, 

F, (u) = t 
=0 

FI (U) = Vul'

=0 

for eu = 'm, au = n" v,; = 1, 
in the other cases, 

fol' eu> mand also for eu = 'In, au:$ n-t, 
in tbe other cases, i.e. for eu < mand also fol' 
fu = m" au> n - 1. 

54* 
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From these definitions it appears that the parameters of F 1 are 
equal to /11 and nl' of Ps 10 171 and Us and of F. to Ut and n-1, 
so that 1I0W only l'elation (5) is 10 be proved and in order to do 
Ihis, we distinguish 6 cases: 

1. eu > 'In i 

tben we haye 

and the qllantity 
ti = t'u 

::& J't(d) F, (~) = ::& 0 (1) 
dit d d;vu ' 

=0::&1 
dit,,, 

is according 10 the Pl'eceding lemma equal 10 0 (vu") and therefol'e 

, I ( ) 11 1' 11,. U 
F(u) - ----.,--, ::& Ft (d) F, -- = 0 (vu,'') - 0 (vu!'). 

(nI T1I,1. d u. d 
= 0 (P, tu». 

2. e,,=m, 
then we have 

and 

'. 

lt = p/JI p,"' • •• pa til Vu 

" 

0~1 
dl" 

=0 1. ~1 
dip ,"1 p,Jn .•. Pa"IR d!v" 

= 0 (1). 0 (vuP), 

so that the relation (6) holds good in this case as weil. 
3. eu=m. au = n; 

in this case we haye 

and 
F (u) =!(vu), 

(6) 

where at least one of the following conditions is satisfied, d representing 
ti 

any al'bitmry divisor of u und d' being subsiituted for -: 
d 

a) ea<m, 
b) ed'<m, 
c) ea=m, ad> nl' 
d) ea'= m, ad'> n" 
e) ed = ed'= m, ad = n1, ad'=n,. 

In the fil'st four cases we have 
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FI (d) Ft (d') = ij 
and the last case appears only if 

d=qmvd d' = q'mvd' 

wbere ij is a divisor of 
P= PI}"" • Pil 

, .' p 
consisting of n l prime facto l'S , where q/= ~ is thel'efore composed 

q 
of n -- n j = n2 prime factors and whel'e the product of the integers 
Vd andvd' is equal to V'j' In ~ase Ce) we have therefol'e 

F, (d/) = 0, exeept for Vd' = 1, 
consequentJy 

FI (d) F, (d/) -=f(Vd) F, (d') 

hence -

=f(vu) fOl' Vd'=1. 

= 0, for Vd' =~ 1, 

:E Fl(dIF,(d')=.If(vu) 
cl!u qll> 

P eontaining exaetly 

factors, we have 

and therefol'e 

=f(v lI) I 1. 
qiP 

(ll l +n,)! rl' d' , d f ' ---- ~lfferent IVlsors compose 0 n l prIme 
n/n,! . 

from wbieh l'elation (5) ensues at once. 

4. 6u=m, au>n; 

one of the following conditions at least is in this case satisfied 
a) ed<m, 
b) ed'<m, 
c) ed=m, ad> til' 
d) ed'=m, ad' >n,. 

so we have 

5. 
in this case one of tile numhel's eJ and ed' at least is smaller than 
nl, SO tbat again the relations 
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hold good. 
These lemmas having been demonstl'ated, the proof of fOl'mula (1) 

for any arbitrary ,'alue of n will be easy, viz.: we shall demon
strate the proposition for n = n l + n t , supposing tbat -it has been 
proved for n = n l , fol' n = nt and for n = ril + n, -1, where n l 

and ris repl'esent two arbih'al'y positive integers; as tbe proposition 
in § 2 hàs been vroved fOl' n = 1, tbe validity for n = 2, 3, 4 ... 
etc. respet-tively, follows from th is argument. 

Let F(u) b~ the function with parameters Hl and n 1 + U" 1'01' which 
relation (l)has to be proved; we int1'odllce (and according to the 
preceding lemma this is possible) the function FI(u) with parametel's 
mand nIJ the function F,(u) with parameters mand n, and the 
function F.(u) with parameters mand 11. 1 + rlt-1, so that we have 

nl!n,! (") F(u) = --- ::EF1(d)Fs - + 0IF.(u)1 
(nI +ns)! cl:" d 

and cOllsequenlly 
x n In ! Z 

::E P(u) = -'-~- ::E Fl(d)F,(d') + () ::E :p.(u): 
u=2 (ni +n,)1 dd' '5,'r; u =2 
u=l dd'- I uc::=l 

As relation (1) holds good (or n = lil + n,-1, conseqllently 1'01' 

tbe function jF.(u)/, we have 

;r \.x~ .x'''1+''.-2~ 
u:i 2: F .(u) = 0 f-----l~g;--\ 

u=l 

antI as according to OUl' p,'oposition, (1) holds good also fOl' n = UI 

and for n = u" i. e. fol' tbe fllnctions FI and F I , we have, aecord-
ing to tbe serond lemma of this pa1'agraph . 

bm(n +n \_';'~.x fll+",-l oe jYv) (tr:~.x /11+/1,-2) 
::E Fl(d)F,(d') = 1 ;"", 2 ~ -'-i + 0 t I 

dtl'5..x 'tnt. n" log .x v=l _ log.'C 
dd'~l vz~l v

11l 

so that we conclude 

x 

::E P(u) = 
11=2 

11=1 

therefore formula (1) has been proved for all positive integers n. 
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§ 4. In this last paragraph we have to consider the proof and 
the significanc~ of the formiJlae (1) and (3), which have been 
demonstrated in §§ 2 and 3. As to t.he proof, we see that rela1ion 
(1) has been deduced from (2) in all elemental'y way and as has been 
observed at the beginniug of the pl'eceding paragraph, some othel' 
fonnulae, e. g. (3) may be proyed by rneans of (1). Relation (3) may 
also be demonstrated directly, \'iz. without llle rOlmd-abont way 
along formula (1), by not starting from" formula (2) but from 
the relation 

1 1 
~ - = - log lug a: + 0 (1 ) 

P?:eP h 
p=:==l . 

This proof is allalogous to the oue used in orde!' to demonstrate 
relation (1) j on executing it, it wiII "appeal' that in that case the 
proof is even simpler. Yet, 'that proof has not been given in this 
paper, because (1) lies deeper that (3), i. e. (3) is to be deduced 
fl'om (1) and the revet'se is not possible, 80 that it would not do 
to prove formula (3) first, as it is not possible then to conclude to 
formllla (1) and as wiII be seen it is principally this formula 
that we want. The q"estion, howevel', is some\vhat different for 
k = 1, as (';'j in that case is to be deduced ') quite elementarily 
trom the identity , 

~ lo!!]i ([=] + ['~J+ .. ,.) = ~ log 1l 3) 
P?,r ]i, P _ 11=2 

= ,'IJ log ,'IJ + 0 (,'IJ) 

80 that relatioll (3) may be pl'oved quite elernental'ily for k = 1. 
Formula (1) is also to be proved dil'ectly, i. e. without using 

(2); it is namely possible to prove Cl) with propositions in tlle 
theory of functions in a wUJ, allalogolls (0 the one, used to demoll
strate fOl'lllllia ~2) j it is deal', however, that, in that ('ase, an ele
mentary proof is not to he thought of and we have succeeded III 

dedueing (1: from (2) by means of elementary methods. 
If in (1) and (3) tJ is taken équal to nothing, we have this 

Proposition. If the finÏte arithmetical function Fen) is equa! to 
nothing for eu<m and also for e" = m, Il,,>n, and the functionf(u) 
equals nothing for eu<m, P(u) being equal to l(v/{) for eu = m, a,,=n, 
rhe formulae (1) and (3) hold good. if 1 and k are prime to ~h other. 

1) E, LANDAU. Handbuch I. p. 450. 
2) E. LANDAU. Handbuch 1. p. 98-102. 
') E. LANDAU. Handbuch I. p. 77, (Cormula 4.). 
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In order to bl'ing out the significanee of tbis proposition four 
applications are given as folJows. . 

Application I. Any integer > 1, resolved into prime factors, 
has a series of exponents and tbe quest.ion arises how many integers 
below a gi \'en limit are to be found with a gÎ\'en series of expo
nents and how many of these integers are to he met in a gh'en 
arithmetical series, of which tbe firat term and the difference are 
prime to eacll otbel'. It is clear that the first question is a special 
case of the second. If thegiven series of exponents consists of 
one number and this number is equal to one, the second questioll 
is identicai with the question how many prime numbel's are to be 
found in that arithmetical series below a certain limit and the answel' 
is given by formula (2); if the gi,'en series of the exponents is com
posed of one JIlImber 1n> 1, it is sought how many numbers equal 
to the mth power of a prime number OCCUI' in the arithmetical series, 
below a given limit and this is easy to calculate by means of fol'
mula (2). Tbe qllestion, however, becomes more intricate, as BOOn 
as the series of exponent-s consists of· more than one number, 
but in that case the answel' may be found by means of the propo
si tion , for any series of exponents. Take e.g. the smallest number, 
occurring in the given series of the exponents, equal to m and 
suppose that this number occurs n times in this series, 80 that the 
given series of the exponents is equal to 

al' at" . " a~, m, 'n, . , .• m, 
where 

aF > m for (j ? ft ~ 1. 

Take F(u) = 1, if the integer lt, resolved into prime factors, has 
a series of exponents, eql1al to the givell series and take F(u) = 0 in 
tbe othel' cases; t.ake jeu) = 1, if the series of the exponents· of thè 
prime factors of tbe integer u is equal to ai> at •... ,a and jeu) = 0 -
in the other cases. The conditions, laid down in the proposition are 
tben satisfied, viz. 

1. F(u) = 0, for eu < rn and also for eu = Ut, au> n, 

2. j(v) = 0, for eu ~ nl, 

:J. F (u) = j (vu), for eu = m, au = n, 

for if e,;'= m, au = n and tbe given series of the exponents is (not) 
corresponding to th at of u, t.he series al' a" ... ,a" is (not) eorr('
sponding to the series of the exponents o( Vit, so tbat both the funct
ions F(lt) and j(vu) are in tbat rase equal to one'(nothing). 

The pl'oposition may therefore he applied and formula (1) gives 
the sums 
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x 
~ F(ll) and 

14=2 

x 
~ F (u), 

14"=2 
u:=l 

which exactly repr'esent the numbers sought. So we find e.g. 
The number of positive integers ~ .T, composed of two different 

pl'Ïme factors, occurring in these numbers respectively in the degree 
a and {J, is for a > fJ equal to 

.3- ~ -_1_ + 0 (' .v~~), 
log.v I' _=- (log or)' 

p.f. 

The llllmhel' of positive integers S x, composed of one quintuple 
and thr'ce double prime factors (these prime factors ,are thought 
different from each other) is equal to 

7_
Vor 

(log log .v)' ~ ~ + 0 ( Vor . log lo,q.v) , 
wg.v p py log .v 

and among these numbers 

2V.v (loglog.v)' ~ ._1_ + 0 (.V.v . log log.v) 
log:r: p:::=l(mod. s1 pt· log.v 

integers are to be found, which are congruent to I, with regard to 
tbe modulus 8 (I = 1, 3, 5 or 7) and 

VII (log log .ti)' ~ _1_ + 0 (V Z ,log log IC ) 

log.v p=:::.:±llmod.l0) pt logPJ 

integers, whicb are congruent with I, with regard to the modulus 
10 (1= 1, 3, 7 Ol' 9). 

In Ihe following application, viz, with the function ~n (.x) defined 
tbel'E.', the case will be treated that the given series of exponents 
consists of n numbers, each equal to 1. 

Application n. We introduce tile following well-known notation1
): 

.11"1 (x) l'epresents the number of squareless integel's < x, composed 
of n prime factors, (>n (X) tbe number of integers < ,T, of which the 
number of different prime factors is equal to n, and 0'11 (x) the number 
of integers < x, for which the total number ofprime factors eqnals n. 

GAUSS 8urmised in 1796 

1 .'Ç ( 109 109 .v)1I-1 
~II'(.)""'" --.' , 

(n-l)1 log. 

1) See for this notation e.g, E. LANDAU, Handbuch I,pages 205, 208, 211. 
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This relation has been first proved by E. LANDAU; from tbe proposition 

a: 
2 1 ----- ---

p<x toga: 

he deduced VIZ. in an elementary way these relatiolls I) ') 

.7: (log log X)II-1 
:rIl (.v) ....... , 

(u-I)! log a: 

. a: (log log x)"-1 
G,. (it')....... ( 1)' lo ' n- . ga: 

and 
a: (log log .11)'1-1 

Q .. (,u) -- . 
(11 -I)! log it' 

By llsing the deeper lying I'elation 

21='~+O( .u ) 
p<x log d' (log a:)' 

he p,.oves, also elementarily 1) 

n 'l (iV) = r 0 , 
.7: (log log a:)'1-1. (iV (log log .1;)11-2) 
(11-1 )Ilog a: log .v 

and 

_ a: (log log .v)"-1, (a: (log lOf' a:)"-2) 
(J" (it') - T 0 -------

(1I-1)! log a: log a: 

a: (log log ,v)"-l . ('v (log l~g '7:)n-2) 
()1I(.r) = + 0 . 

, (n-l)/ log ir; log:c 

What I want to prove now is that these formulae are onIy 
special cases of the proposition. TakeF(u) = 1, if u be equal to a 
sqllareless number composed of n p,'ime factors and take F(u) = 0 
in the other cases; then we have 

x 
2 F(u) =:rll (a:); 

u=2 

if F(u) be equal to 1 Ol' 0 accOl'ding as the total number of prime 
factors of u is equa} to n or not, we have 

x 

JE F (u) =.(J'i (x) 
.. =2 . 

and finaIly, by glvwg to P(u) the "alue 1 Ol' 0, according as the 
number of different prime factors of u is equal to n Ol' not, we 
have 

• 
1) E, LANDAU. Sur quelques problèmes relaties à la distribution des oIIombres 

premiers. [Bulletin de la Société mathématique de l<'rance. Vol. 28 (1900) pg.25-.,,28]. 

lij E. W.NDAU. HandbuchI. p. 205-218. 
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:r 
~ p (u) = (>11 (x). 

11=2 

In each of these three cases the·function F(u) satisfies the conditions 
stated, if in them 

m=1 and conseqnently b = 1, 

f(1) = 1 
and f(v) = 0, for 

1 
so that a possesses the "aIne ----, and we conclude, that the 

lt.(n-l)! 

relations (1) and (3) are modified to the formulae 

1: p (u) = .v(log log x)n-1 + 0 I x(loglogx) 11-
2

1 

11=2 h (n-l)!logx log x \ 
11=/ 

and 
x F(u) (loglogx)n 
~ - =-' -'- + o (log log.x)II-I. 
11=2 u lt.n! 
u::..:t 

Fo,' Ic = 1 and conseqnently !t = 1 the first of these relations 
passes into the formulae written dOWll for tril (.1:), On (x) and ('n tx ), 

and tlle second relation produces an asymptotical expression, not of 
the number but of the sum of the recipl'ocals of tlle integers 
considered, e.g. the sum of the reciprocals of all sqnareless numbers 
composed of n prime factors < m, is equal to 

(log log X )n , + 0 (log logm) n-1 
n, 

and the same hoJds good for tile numbers that a1'e mentioned in 
the definition of (1'1 (x) or (In (x). These formulae concerning the sum 
of tlle l'ecipl'ocals being special cases of formula (3), where Ic has 
tlle value 1, may be proved by means of a mer~ly elementary 
I'easoning, al! has been obser\'ed at the beginning of this paragraph. 

Hy giving an arbitrary \'alue to Ic in the formula, however, we 
find thal the Humbel' of squareless numbers ~ x, composed of n 
prime factors and congt'uent to I, with 'regal'd to the modulus Ic, is 
equal to 

.'t~loglog X)II - 1 -I- 0 (m(log[09 X)t1-2) 
h.(n-l )flog x'. log.v 

and that the sum of the reciprocals of these numhers is equal to 

(loglQg X)II 

+ 0 (lo lo x)lI-l -h-'- g 9 , .n. 

while again for the integers that are mentioned with the defillition 
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of the functions QII (x) and an (x), perfectly analogous formulae hold 
good. 

FOI' the vel"y reason that the function P(u) is genera} il will not 
be difficult to deduce otlter corresponding relations ; so we find 
the &Borne reslllts if we consider the squareless numbel"s composed 
of not mOl'e than n prime factors, or the integel's for which the 
total number of prime factors is .50 lt, or the integers for which the 
number of diffet'ent pt'ime factors is not greater than n, etc. 

Application lIl, In an arithmeticaI series, the difference of 
which is k and Ihe firBt term of which is prime to k, occur 

",,'ot: n(l + .~) -+- o(_ot:._) 
6klog:e p lk p', (log.r:)' 

~umbeJ's ~. x, equal to a square multiplied by á prime number. 
That this is again a special case of onr proposition appears by 

taking P(u) equal to 1 or 0, according to u being equal or not to 
a squal'e multiplied by a prime number. 

We have 

and 

consequently 

m = 1 hence b = 1 , 
n=1 

/(t·) = 1, i1' v is a square., 
= 0, if v is not a square, 

b i' Jtu) =_ 1 jo f(u) 1) 

It u=1 ~~~ k n(l-~) u=l ft 

uz"'='.z l';k P (u,k)=l 
1001 

k n (1 _~) v":l v' 
p'k p' (v,k)=l , 

__ 1_ ( 1) «J 1 nl-- ~-
k n. (1- _ ~)l'lk p' v=l v· 

p:k P 

=~' n·(l +~) 
6kl'ik P 

aud we have only to substitute these values in (1), in order to find 
the relation sought. 

Appl1cation IV. 1f all the prime factors of. the positive integer 

I) (Ut k) represents the greatesl comoron divisor of U and k, so tbat the number 
u in tbis sumassumes respectively each integral positive value prime to k, 
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q are greater than the prime mlmber p. and 

U' = pZ q, 

the numbel' of positive integers ~ .e, congruent to Z, with regard to 
the modulus k, (land k pt'ime io ea~h other) for which the number 
of divisors is exactly equa} to 10, is given by 

and by 

a.~l ( .x1'~1 ) 
--+0 --- for a=1 
log ,'I: (log :v)' 

a.Cp-l (log log a;)"'-1 

toga; 

tOl' any arbitl'ary positjye integral value of a, where 
_ b (p-l) 00 I 1 

a_ Z--
lt.(a-l)! 11=1 _1_ 

uP-l 

extended over all the positive integers H, of ,,,hich the number of 
divisors is exactly equal to q and for which the congl'uence 

Uzp-l = l (mod. k) 

has roots z; b reptesents the numher of incongruent roots of the 
congruence 

Zp-1 __ 1 (mod. k). 
In order fo prove this, we take the number of divisors of tt 

equal to Tu, and 
F (!t) = 1 for 1"u = ft' , 

= 0 for 1"11 =l=w. 
We have to prove tirst that this function satisfies the conditiolIs 

"Hitten in the proposition, if 

m=p-l, 

n= a, 
1(1') = 1 for 

= 0 for 
Tv =q, 
t'=Fq; 

In order to give th is demonstration. we distinguish fout' cases: 

1. Let eu be smaller than p-1 ; 
for 

u = Pl"'lp,"" ••• pa'/. 

Ihe number of divisors of U 

1"u =(<<1 + l)(a.+ J) ••• (aa + 1) 

is divisible by èu + 1, consequently by a number < p, hence 
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T" =ju 10 , 

} (ti) = O. 

2. Take e" = p - 1, a" > a ; 
Tu is then divisible by 

(eu + I)(e" + 1) . . (e" + I) = (e" + 1)"" =pflu, 
therefore by p'+l, so that in this case too, we have 

T" =1== 10, 

F(u) = O. 

3. Take e" = p - 1, a" = a ; 
we have then 

and from 

it folJows 
a) 

b) 

T" =P"Tvn 

that there are onl} two 
P(u) = I, Tu = le, 

w=p"q 

possibilities, vÎz. 
T vu = q. f(v u ) = I, 

P(u) = 0, Tu =1== Ir, T,. =1= q, f(v ll ) = 0, 
fl 

hence in this case 
p (u) = f( t'u} 

4. Take ev < 1) - 1 ; 
as Tu is divisible by ee + 1, consequently by a number ~. p, TI' is 
in this case unequal to q, hence 

f,v) = o. 
Now that it has been pl'o\'ed that the eonditions stated are 

satisfied, we are allowed to apply the proposition alld formula (1) 
gives at once the relation sought. 

Finally we ohserve : in applieation IJ some asymptotiral expl'essions 
have been written fol' ;r,,(x), a,I(.v) and Q,,(;t') , bIJt LANDAU deduces 
still sbal'per formulae for these functions. He proves 1) that fol' 
each positive integral value of q, constant numbel'S Aa,b, Bo,b and 
CfI,b are to be found, fol' which the relatio,ns 

:1'" (.v)=.v f "j/ Aa b (log log .v)~ + 0 (-'-:_)'1 
=1&=0 '(log.v)a (log.v)'1 

q 11-..,1 (log log .v)b (.v) 
Qn('l!}=.'C ::E .::E: Bab ,+ 0 -- ' •• (8) 

,0=16=0 '(Iog.v)a (log.v)q I' 

and q 11-1 (loglog.'C)b (.'C) 
a'l (il') =.v ::E::E Ca b + 0 ---

4=1 b=O • (log lII)a (log .v)9 

1) E. LANDAU. Ueber die Verteilung der Zahlen, welche aus ~ Primfaktoren 
zusammengesetzt sind.. [Nachrichten VOD der Königlichen GeseUschaft der Wissen, 
schaften zu Göttingen. Matb.-pbysikalische Klasse. (1911). pages 361-381]. 
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hold good. It is a matter of course that su eh a relation does not 
h.old good for any fllnction satisfying the condition stated in ~ 1. 
It appears, however, that we have onIy to modify this condition 
a little to be sure that sueh a relation does hold good, viz.: 

If the arithmetiçal fllnetion F(n) of the integer u > 1 satisfies 
the cOllditions: 

1. for e" < 111, and also fol' e" = m, all> n, we have 
F(u)=O; 

2. fol' e" = m, all ~ n' we have 
F(u) =f(vu, au), 

where f (v,a) rel'resents all al'ithmetieal funetion of the positi ve integers 
1.~ and a, and 

3. 
1 

where f.L < -(--1 ; mm+ ) 
then there are constant values Da,b for q ~ a ~ j, n -1 ~ b ~ 0 to 
be found for any positive integral value of q, satisfying the relation 

x __ q n-l (log log x)b . x nl 1 ( 2- ) 
~ P (u) = :CIII ~ ~ Da b + 0 --
u=2 (1=1 b=O ' (log :C)1l (wg x)q 
,,=1 

This proposition is again very general ; this appears obviously by 
the observation that the functions whieh oeeur in the foul'appli
cations of this paragral'b and whieh have been substituted fol'. F(u) 

also sati5fy tbis conditioll, so that Ihe formulae deduced in those 
applications are also to be intensified with this proposition. And the 
formulae obtained in application 11 are exactly the formulae (8). 

The proposition is elementarily, i. e. withont using considerations 
belonging to the theory of fllnctions to be deduced from the well
known relation 

x 

~ 1 = 2-J~ + 0 (_.V_) , 1) 
P < IC h II log ft (log .v)q 

p=l 

according to a. reasoning somewhat similar to the one followed hel'e 
in ordel' to prove formula (1); it goes, however, without saying that 
the proof is not 50 simpte. 

1) E. LANDAU. Handbuch. I, p. 468. 


